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1 INTRODUCTION

The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) is developing a State Implementation Plan
(SIP) as part of the Regional Haze program in order to protect visibility in Class I areas. The SIP

developed by the DEQ covers the second implementation period ending in 2028, and must be

submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) for approval. The second

implementation period focuses on making reasonable progress toward national visibility goals, and

assesses progress made since the 2000 through 2004 baseline period.

In a letter dated December 23,2019, the DEQ requested that 31 industrial facilides conduct a Regional

Haze Four Factor Analysis (Analysis). The Analysis estimates the cost associated with reducing

visibility-impairing pollutants including, pardculate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of

10 microns or less (PMio), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and sulfur dioxide (802). The foul: factors that

must be considered when assessing the states' reasonable progress, which are codified in Section

169A(g)(l) of the Clean Air Act (CAA), are:

(1) The cost of control,

(2) The time required to achieve control,

(3) The energy and non-air-quality environmental impacts of control, and

(4) The remaining useful Ufe of the existing source of emissions.

The DEQ has provided the following three guidance documents for faciUdes to reference when

developing their Analysis:

(1) USEPA Guidance on Regional Haze State Implementation Plans for the Second

Implementation Period (August 2019), EPA-457/B-19-003 (Federal Guidance Document).

(2) USEPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual, which is maintained online and includes separate

chapters for different control devices as well as several electronic calculation spreadsheets that

can be used to estimate the cost of control for several control devices (Control Cost Manual).

(3) Modeling Guidance for Demonstrating Air Quality Goals for Ozone, [particulate matter with

an aerodynamic diameter of 2.5 microns or less] PM2.5, and Regional Haze (November 2018),

EPA-454/R-18-009.

The development of this Analysis has relied on these guidance documents.

1.1 Facility Description

Swanson Group Mfg. LLC (Swanson) owns and operates a veneer and plywood manufacturing facility

located at 303 Mehlwood Lane, Glendale, Oregon 97442 (the facility). Swanson was among the 31

industrial facilides requested by the DEQ to conduct an Analysis. The facility currendy operates under
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Tide V Operating Permit no. 10-0045-TV-01 (existing permit) issued by the DEQ on June 12, 2017.
The facility is a major stationary source of criteria pollutants only.

The facility is located due north of Glendale city center and is situated in a small valley that is

surrounded by significant topographical features in each cardinal direction. It is important to note that

the nearest federal Class I area is the Kalmiopsis Wilderness Area, approximately 48.8 kilometers

southwest of the facility.

1.2 Process Description

Raw green logs from off-site sources are delivered to the facility by trucks and are stored in the log

yard. Received logs are cut to length prior to conditioning in log vats. After conditioning, the logs are

peeled to produce thin layers of green veneer, which are then sold or sent for drying. There are three

veneer dryers at the facility.

After drying is complete, a pardon of the dried sheets is sent to the patch process for finishing. In the

patch process, adhesives are applied to sorted sheets to produce plywood sheets. Plywood sheets are

then sent to one of three presses for curing. Once curing is complete, rough-cut plywood is further

finished by repairing board imperfections, sanding, and cutting to final product dimensions. Heat used

by each press, the log vats, and each veneer dryer is generated by the Babcock and Wilcox Dutch-

oven-type hogged fuel boiler (hogged fuel boUer).

2 APPLICABLE EMISSION UNITS

Swanson retained Maul Foster & Alongi, Inc. (MFA) to assist the facility \vith completing this Analysis.

Emissions rates for each visibility-impairing pollutant (PMio, NOx, and 802) were tabulated. These

emissions rates represent a reasonable projection of actual source operation in the year 2028. As stated

in the Federal Guidance Document, estimates of 2028 emission rates should be used for the Analysis.

It is assumed that current potential to emit emission rates at the facility represent the most reasonable

estimate of actual emissions in 2028.

After emission rates were tabulated for each emissions unit, estimated emission rates for each pollutant

were sorted from the highest emission rate to the lowest. The emission units collectively contributing

up to 90 percent of the total facility emissions rate for a single pollutant were identified and selected

for the Analysis.

This method of emission unit selection ensures that larger emission units are included in the Analysis.

Larger emission units represent the Ukeliest potential for reduction in emissions that would contribute

to a meaningful improvement in visibility at federal Class I areas. It would not be reasonable to assess

many small emission units—neither on an individual basis (large reductions for a small source likely

would not improve visibility and would not be cost effective), nor on a collective basis (the aggregate

* See Federal Guidance Document page 17, under the heading "Use of actual emissions versus allowable emissions.
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emission rate would be no greater than 10 percent of the overall facility emissions rate, and thus not

as likely to improve visibility at federal Class I areas, based solely on the relatively small potendal

overall emission decreases from the facility).

The following sections present the source selection, associated emission rates that wiU be used in the

Analysis, and pertinent source configuration and exhaust parameters.

2.1 Sources of PMio Emissions

A summary of the selected emission units and associated PMio emission rates included in the Analysis

is presented in Table 2-1 (attached). A detailed description of each emissions unit is presented below.

The permit emission unit ID is shown in parentheses.

2.1.1 Hogged Fuel Boiler (1PH)

Hogged fuel for use in the hogged fuel boiler is supplied primarily by off-site sources. However,

residual bark, sanderdust, and plytrim generated on site are used when readily available. The hogged

fuel boiler has a maximum rated heat input capacity of 125 miUion British thermal units per hour. Its

rated design capacity is 75,000 pounds of steam per hour, which is used to provide heat for various

types of equipment at the facility. Exhaust generated by operating the hogged fuel boiler is routed to

a muldclone for control of coarse pardculate emissions, then to a dry electrostadc precipitator (ESP)

for control of fine pardculate emissions. The hogged fuel boiler can also utilize process exhaust

generated by operation of the three veneer dryers as a supplemental fuel source.

The hogged fuel boiler is subject to, and is required to comply with. Area Source Boiler GeneraUy

Available Control Technology (GACT) regulations, which are codified at Tide 40 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) 63 Subpart JJJJJJ, as introduced under Section 112(g) of the CAA. Based on
USEPA guidance provided to states for the Second Implementation Period, the USEPA believes that

it is reasonable for states to exclude an emission source for further analysis if:

For the purpose of [particulate matter (PM)] control measures, a unit that is subject to and complying
with any CAA section 112 National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) or
CAA section 129 solid waste combustion rule, promulgated or reviewed smcejuly 31, 2013, that uses

total or fflterable PM as a surrogate for metals or has specific emission limits for metals. The NESHAPs

are reviewed every 8 years and dieit emission limits for PM and metals reflects at least the maximum

achievable control technology for major sources and the generally available control technology for area

sources. It is unlikely that an analysis of control measures for a source meeting one of these NESHAPs

would conclude that even more stringent control ofPM is necessary to make reasonable progress.

Based on the USEPA guidance, the hogged fuel boiler was excluded from further evaluation in the

Analysis. It is also important to note that the hogged fuel boiler is already well controlled for fine

pardculate emissions by the state-of-the-art dry ESP.

2 USEPA Office ofAit Quality Planning and Standards. "Guidance on Regional Haze State Implementation Plans for the

Second Implementation Period." August 2019.
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2.1.2 Veneer Dryer Fugitives (5VDa)

The veneer dryer fugitives emissions unit represents leaking emissions from seals, gaskets, and

miscellaneous openings on the veneer dryers at the facility. Emissions from leaks are generated as

fresh, green veneer is dried in each veneer dryer. The facility has a total of three veneer dryers (grouped

in the existing permit as emission unit 5VD). Additional details describing the operation and size of

each veneer dryer are presented in Section 2.1.2.1 for clarity.

Only PMio emissions associated with the veneer dryer fugitives emissions unit (i.e., excluding

emissions unit 5VD, point source veneer dryer emissions) meets the threshold of 90 percent

contribution to the total facility PMio emissions rate. However, each veneer dryer was recendy rebuilt

(\vithin the last five years) in order to minimize the potendal for fugitive emissions. There is also no

reasonable way to capture fugitive emissions from veneer dryer leaks and route them to a downstream

control device. Therefore, because of the recent reconstruction and the feasibility issues related to

capturing and routing emissions, the veneer dryet fugitives emissions unit was excluded from further

evaluation in the Analysis.

2.1.2.1 Veneer Dryers (5VD)

As stated above, there are three veneer dryers at the facility, which are used to dry green, freshly cut

veneers to optimal moisture content depending on product specifications. Each veneer dryer at the

facility is indirectly heated by steam generated by the hogged fuel boiler.

Veneer dryer no. 1 is a sk-deck, two-zone Moore longitudinal dryer \nth a maximum drying capacity

of 12,000 square feet per hour on a three-eighths-inch basis. Veneer dryer nos. 2 and 3 are four-deck,

four-zone Moore jet dryers, each \vith a maximum drying capacity of 9,000 square feet per hour on a

three-eighths-inch basis.

Process exhaust from the veneer dryers can be routed one of two ways, depending on the operating

scenario. During operating scenario no. 1, process exhaust from the heated zones of each veneer dryer

is routed through a heating coU, followed by a regenerative thermal oxidizer for control ofvolatUe

organic compound (VOC) and hazardous air pollutant (HAP) emissions. During opera dng scenario

no. 2, process exhaust from the heated zones of each veneer dryer is routed to the hogged fuel boiler

combustion zone for control ofVOC and HAP emissions.

It is important to note that the veneer dryer emissions unit did not meet the threshold of 90 percent

contribution to the total facility PMio emissions rate. Therefore, the veneer dtyers were not included

in the Analysis and are presented here only for reference.

2.1.3 Plywood Press Nos. 1 through 3 (Pl, P2, and P3)

There are three plywood presses at the facility, each hydraulicaUy driven and heated, typically up to

300 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) above ambient temperature, via steam produced by the hogged fuel boiler.

Uncontrolled plywood press emissions are produced during pressing and as the press is released, and

are emitted to atmosphere via nearby roof vents.
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Press no. 1 is a Columbia batch press with a rated capacity of 7.5 batches per hour, which is equivalent

to 270 sheets per hour. Press no. 2, also a Columbia batch press, has a rated capacity of 7.5 batches

per hour, which is equivalent to 225 sheets per hour. Press no. 3 is a Williams and White 30-opening

plywood press with a rated capacity of 20,000 square feet per hour.

Plywood presses emit fugitive VOC and PMio as sheets of wood veneer are pressed together using

hot platens; they do not emit NOx or SOz. Plywood assembly operations are located within a single

large building. Because plywood presses are co-located with other process units, it is Ukely that the

limited plywood press emissions data that have been collected by the National Council for Air and

Stream Improvement (NCASI) also includes fugitive emissions from other different types of process

units in the same building. Nevertheless, estimated plywood press PMio emissions are fairly small (less

than 20 tons per year).

Plywood manufacturing facilides are subject to the NESHAP for Plywood and Composite Wood

Products (PCWP) at 40 CFR 63, Subpart DDDD. Although veneer dryers are subject to standards,

the USEPA determined that emissions from plywood presses were not amenable to capture and

control and did not set any standards for these sources. The USEPA distinguished emissions control

requirements for plywood presses from other reconstituted wood products presses (e.g., pardcleboard,

oriented strand board, and medium density fiberboard) "because of different emissions characteristics

and the fact that plywood presses are often manually loaded and unloaded (unlike reconstituted wood

product presses that have automated leaders and unloaders). By virtue of issuing emission control

standards only for reconstituted wood products presses, the USEPA essendally determined that

emissions capture and control is practicable for these types of presses, but not plywood presses. In

the September 2019 PCWP NESRAP risk and technology review proposal, the USEPA did not
propose to add standards for plywood presses.

The USEPA Reasonably Available Control Technology/Best Available Control Technology/ Lowest
Achievable Emission Rate, or simply "RBLC," database includes no entries for plywood presses with

add-on emissions controls. The USEPA's database of emission sources that was developed for the

risk and technology review of the PCWP NESHAP indicates that no plywood presses at HAP major
sources are enclosed or controlled.

Plywood presses are fugitive sources whose emissions pass through the buUding roof vents above the

presses. Existing vents in the vicinity of these process units are not intended to quantitatively capture

and exhaust gaseous emissions specifically from the plywood presses; rather, they are strategically

placed to exhaust emissions from the building. When the process and building ventilation layouts were

designed, the possibility of emissions capture or testing was not contemplated.

Plywood presses are not enclosed because they need to be accessed by employees. Plywood

manufacturing facUides typically have one layup line that feeds multiple presses. On the layup line,

layers of dried veneer are laid down in alternating directions with resin applied between each layer. At

3 NCASI is an association organized to serve the forest products industry as a center of excellence providing unbiased,

scientific research and technical information necessary to achieve the industry's environmental and sustainabUity

goals.

4 USEPA, "National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Plywood and Composite Wood Products

Manufacturing—Background Information for Final Standards. February 2004.
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the end of the line, the layered mat is trimmed, stacked, and moved to the press infeed area for each

press. This configuration requires more operating space and manual input than other wood products

manufacturing processes. Plywood presses are batch processes and loading the press is manually

assisted (the press charger is manually loaded). Operators must be able to observe press operation to

check that the press is properly loaded. Pressed plywood is removed from the area, typically by using

a forklift. Adding an enclosure to capture emissions is not feasible because it would disrupt operation

of the press (both infeed and outfeed), inhibit maintenance acdvides, and create unsafe working

conditions for employees (isolation, heat, and emissions).

As detailed above, there are no technically feasible control options to capture or control plywood

press PMm emissions. Therefore, the plywood presses were excluded from further evaluation in the

PMio Analysis.

2.1.4 Pneuma+ic Conveyors (4CON)

The Pneumadc Conveyor emissions unit represents a collection of miscellaneous conveyors, cyclones,

and target boxes used to handle and transport materials around the facility. Transported materials

include chips, sawdust, plytrim, and sanderdust from both off-site sources and on-site acrivides.

Individual process units, grouped within the Pneumadc Conveyor emissions unit, include the

following:

• T&G saw cyclone no. 5

• T&G saw cyclone no. 4

• Veneer saw cyclone no. 3

• Hogged fuel blow pipe

• Target box no. 2

• Target box no. 3

• Sanderdust pneumadc conveyor

Only the emission units that meet the threshold of 90 percent contribution to the total facility PMio

emissions rate are listed above. Each emissions unit meeting the 90 percent contribution threshold is

discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

2.1.4.1 T&G Saw Cyclone no. 5

T&G saw cyclone no. 5 (process unit CY5 in the existing permit) controls PM emissions generated by

use of the T&G saw and detail saw in the main production building. PM emissions (i.e., plytrim

residuals) enter into T&G saw cyclone no. 5 where centrifugal forces are imparted on larger-diameter

pardcles in the conical chamber. The centrifugal forces influence the larger-diameter pardcles to move

toward the cyclone waUs, resulting in collection of plytrim residuals at the bottom of the cone.

Collected plyteim residuals are then routed to T&G saw cyclone no. 4.

Smaller-diameter particles in the exhaust stream are emitted to atmosphere, via fluid drag forces,

through an opening located on the top of the cyclone. Exhaust parameters for the T&G saw cyclone

are summarized in Section 2.4.
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2.1.4.2 T&G Saw Cyclone no. 4

T&G saw cyclone no. 4 (process unit CY4 in the existing permit) routes collected plytrim residuals

from T&G saw cyclone no. 5 to the downstream Plytrim Baghouse. The operation and control

mechanisms ofT&G saw cyclone no. 4 are identical to the descriptions presented in Section 2.1.4.1,

except that collected plytrim residuals (i.e., pardcle fallout from the cone) are routed to the Plytrim

Baghouse.

SmaUer-diameter particles in the exhaust stream are emitted to atmosphere, via fluid drag forces,

through an opening located on the top of the cyclone. Exhaust parameters for T&G saw cyclone no.

4 are summarized in Section 2.4.

2.1.4.3 Veneer Saw Cyclone no. 3

The Veneer saw cyclone no. 3 (process unit CY3 in the existing permit) controls PM emissions

generated by use of the core saw in the veneer storage bmlding. The operation and control mechanisms

of Veneer saw cyclone no. 3 are identical to the descriptions presented in Section 2.1.4.1, except that

collected ply trim residuals (i.e., pardcle fallout from the cone) combine with ply trim residuals from

T&G saw cyclone no. 4, and are routed to the Plytrim Baghouse.

Smaller-diameter pardcles in the exhaust stream are emitted to atmosphere, via fluid drag forces,

through an opening located on the top of the cyclone. Exhaust parameters for the Veneer saw cyclone

no. 4 are summarized in Section 2.4.

2.1.4.4 Hogged Fuel Blow Pipe

The hogged fuel blow pipe (process unit BP1 in the existing permit) is a fully sealed, high-pressure
blow Une delivering hogged fuel across the facility. Hogged fuel is loaded into the blow pipe, using an

enclosed chute with an airlock from the hog. Loaded hogged fuel is routed to either target box no. 2

or target box no. 3 (target box nos. 2 and 3 are discussed in more detail in the following subsections).

Based on communications \vith the facility, target box no. 3 is the actual point of emissions, and the

hogged fuel blow pipe does not represent an emissions unit. Hence, the hogged fuel blow pipe is not

an emissions unit and is shown incorrecdy in the existing permit. Therefore, the hogged fuel blow

pipe was excluded from further evaluation in the Analysis. Note that the permit error wUl be corrected

in the next permitting cycle for the facility.

2.1.4.5 Target Box no. 2

Hogged fuel is routed primarily to target box no. 2 (process unit TB2 in the existing permit) via the

hogged fuel blow pipe. Target box no. 2 is used to deliver hogged fuel into the hogged fuel silo. Based

on communications with the facility, target box no. 2 is fuUy sealed to the top of the hogged fuel silo

and does not emit. Hence, target box no. 2 is not an emissions unit and is shown incorrecdy in the

existing permit. Therefore, target box no. 2 was excluded from further evaluation in the Analysis. Note

that the permit error wiU be corrected in the next permitting cycle for the facility.
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2.1.4.6 Target Box no. 3

Hogged fuel is also routed to target box no. 3 (process unit TB3 in the existing permit) via the hogged

fuel blow pipe. Target box no. 3 is used only to drop hogged fuel to a pile, adjacent to the hogged fuel

loading area, when the silo is completely full. Exhaust parameters for target box no. 3 are presented

in Section 2.4.

2.1.4.7 Sanderdust Pneuma+ic Conveyor

PM emissions (i.e., sanderdust) generated by the plywood sander are collected in two Torit baghouses.

Collected sanderdust is loaded onto the sanderdust pneumatic conveyor (no process unit ID is

presented in the existing permit) through rotary airlocks located at the bottom of each baghouse. The

sanderdust pneumadc conveyor is used to route sanderdust to the downstream bin vent baghouse

located atop the sanderdust truck loading bin. Collected sanderdust from the bin vent baghouse is

dropped into the sanderdust truck loading bin via the attached rotary air lock. Exhaust parameters for

the sanderdust pneumatic conveyor are presented in Section 2.4.

2.1.5 Materials Handling (2MT)

The Materials Handling emissions unit consists of miscellaneous equipment used to handle hogged

fuel, bark, chips, sawdust, and sanderdust, including conveying these materials around the facility.

Individual process units, grouped in the Materials Handling emissions unit, include the following:

• Hogged fuel pUe-fuel leader

• Chip loading bin and associated pile

• Hogged fuel truck unloading ramp

• Hogged fuel and bark bins

• Plytrim truck loading bin

Only the emission units that meet the threshold 90 percent contribution to the total emissions rate

for the facility are listed above. Each emission unit is described in more detail in the relevant section

below.

2.1.5.1 Hogged Fuel Pile-Fuel Loader

A wheel leader, referred to in the existing permit as hogged fuel pUe-fuel loader (process unit FL1), is

used to transport hog fuel from the pUe created by target box no. 3 and the hogged fuel truck dump

area. The hogged fuel pile-fuel loader delivers stockpiled hogged fuel to the hog fuel conveyor, which

feeds into the hogged fuel sUo. Fugitive emissions are generated as the wheel leader transports material

to the covered hogged fuel conveyor. Control of the fugitive particulate emissions generated by the

wheel loader activides is considered to be technically infeasible. Therefore, the hogged fuel pUe-fuel

leader was excluded from further evaluation in the Analysis.
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2.1.5.2 Chip Loading Bin and Associated Pile

There are three chip loading bins (process units B3, B4, and B5 in the existing permit) and a chip pile

located in close proximity to the veneer production building. Two chip loading bins are fed by two

open box chain conveyors, referred to in the existing permit as the chip conveyor and the bark

conveyor. The third chip loading bin is fed by target box no. 1 (process unit TB1 in the existing

permit). The actual point of emissions for the chip loading bins is limited to the dropping of chips
into trucks (emissions generated by the chip and bark conveyors and target box no. 1 are accounted

for elsewhere) and the cleanup of the associated pile.

As trucks drive under the chip loading bins, the bin door bottoms open, and green chips are loaded.

The open sides of the bin doors and height of the truck sides provide adequate protection from wind,

helping to limit fugitive emissions. Access material is dropped to the adjacent chip pile when trucks

overload or have to make specific weight targets. This pile is periodically removed by a front-end

leader, which feeds a nearby conveyor that is used to route chips to the hogged fuel bin (process unit

B2 in the existing permit) as needed. It is knportant to note that the chips have high moisture contents

resulting in minimal emissions of fine particulate.

The loading of trucks via the chip loading bins and the process of clearing the pile represent sources

of fugitive particulate emissions. Control of fugitive pardculate emissions generated by each emissions

unit is considered to be technically infeasible, since capture and collection cannot reasonably be

achieved without altering truck and/or worker access (e.g., creating safety concerns). Based on the

fugitive nature of each emissions unit, the chip loading bins and associated pile emissions unit were

excluded from further evaluation in the Analysis.

2.1.5.3 Hogged Fuel Truck Unloading Ramp

The hogged fuel truck unloading ramp (process unit HFR1 in die existing permit) is used for unloading

hogged fuel delivered in semi-trucks from off-site sources. As the semi-trucks drive onto the unloading

ramp, hogged fuel is dumped from the trucks to an adjacent hogged fuel storage pile. Enclosure and

control of fugitive pardculate emissions is considered to be technicatly infeasible since the semi-tcucks

dump from the unloading ramp and adequate space is required for access and unloading activities.

Therefore, the hogged fuel truck unloading ramp was excluded from further evaluation in the Analysis.

2.1.5.4 Hogged Fuel and Bark Bins

The hogged fuel and bark bins (process unit B2 in the existing permit) are used to load material into

outbound trucks near the veneer production building. Both bins are used only when the hogged fuel

blow pipe is down for maintenance purposes. The normal operation is to route bark through the

hogged fuel blow pipe to the hogged fuel silo or pile via target box nos. 2 and 3, respectively.

The hogged fuel and bark bin can also be supplied green chips by the adjacent conveyor. This

conveyor receives green chips from the front-end loader used to periodically to clean up the pUe

idendfied in Section 2.1.5.2.
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Similar to Section 2.1.5.2, the loading of trucks, via the hogged fuel and bark bins, represents a source

of fugitive pardculate emissions. Control of fugitive pardculate emissions generated by use of the bins

is considered to be technically infeasible, since capture and collection cannot reasonably be achieved.

Based on the fugitive nature of the emissions unit and the infrequent use of the bins, the hogged fuel

and bark bins emissions unit was excluded from further evaluation in the Analysis.

2.1.5.5 Plytrim Truck Loading Bin

The plytrim truck loading bin (process unit B8 in the existing permit) is used to drop plytrim residuals
into outbound trucks to be hauled off site. Plytrim residuals are delivered to the bin via an airlock

attached to the Plytrim Baghouse located direcdy on top of the plytrim truck loading bin.

Similar to the description provided in Section 2.1.5.2, the loading of trucks, via the plytrim truck

loading bin, represents a source of fugitive pardculate emissions. Control of fugitive pardculate

emissions generated by use of the bins is considered to be technically infeasible, since capture and

collection cannot reasonably be achieved without altering truck and/or worker access (e.g., creating

safety concerns). Therefore, the plytrim truck loading bin was excluded from further evaluation in the

Analysis.

2.1.6 Paved and Unpaved Roads (6WE)

The paved roads emissions unit is representative of fugitive emissions generated by vehicle traffic on

paved and unpaved roads on facility property. The facility conducts periodic sweeping and watering

on on-site roads as preventadve dust-control measures. Further control of the paved roads emissions

unit is considered to be technically infeasible since capture and collection of emissions cannot

reasonably be achieved. Therefore, the paved roads emissions unit was excluded from further

evaluation in the Analysis.

2.2 Sources of NOx Emissions

A summaty of the selected emission units and associated NOx emission rates to be evaluated in the

Analysis is presented in Table 2-2 (attached). As shown in the table, only the hogged fuel boiler is

included as a source for further evaluation in the Analysis. See Section 2.1.1 for a description of the

hogged fuel boUer emissions unit and associated existing control devices.

2.3 Sources of S02 Emissions

A summary of the selected emission units and associated SO; emission rates to be evaluated in the

Analysis is presented in Table 2-3 (attached). As shown in the table, only the hogged fuel boiler is

included as a source for further evaluation in the Analysis. See Section 2.1.1 for a description of the

hogged fuel boiler emissions unit and associated existing control devices.
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2.4 Emission Unit Exhaust Parameters

A summary of the emissions unit exhaust parameters to be evaluated further in this Analysis is

presented in Table 2-4 (attached). Emission units identified in the preceding sections as infeasible for

control or otherwise exempt are not presented. These emissions units will not be evaluated further in

this Analysis.

3 REGIONAL HAZE FOUR FACTOR ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

This Analysis has been conducted consistent with the Federal Guidance Document, which outlines

six steps to be taken when addressing the four statutorily required factors included in the Analysis.

These steps are described in the foUowing sections.

3.1 Step 1: Determine Emission-Con+rol Measures to Consider

Identification of technically feasible control measures for visibUity-impairing pollutants is the first step

in the Analysis. While there is no regulatory requirement to consider aU technically feasible measures,

or any specific controls, a reasonable set of measures must be selected. Tills can be accomplished by

idendfying a range of options, which could include add-on controls, work practices that lead to

emissions reductions, operating restrictions, or upgrades to less efficient controls, to name a few.

3.2 Step 2: Selection of Emissions

Section 2 detaUs the method for determining the emission units and emission rates to be used in the

Analysis. Potendal to emit emission rates were obtained from the existing permit review report.

3.3 Step 3: Characterizing Cost of Compliance (S+atutor/ Factor 1 )

Once the sources, emissions, and control methods have all been selected, the cost of compliance is

estimated. The cost of compliance, expressed in units of dollars per ton of pollutant controlled

($/ton), describes the cost associated with the reduction of visibiUty-knpairing poUutants. Specific

costs associated with operation, maintenance, and utilides at the facility are presented in Table 3-1

(attached).

The Federal Guidance Document recommends that cost estimates follow the methods and

recommendations in the Control Cost Manual. This includes the recendy updated calculation

spreadsheets that implement the revised chapters of the Control Cost Manual. The Federal Guidance

Document recommends using the generic cost estimation algorithms detailed in the Control Cost

Manual in cases where site-spedflc cost esdmates are not available.

Additionally, the Federal Guidance Document recommends using the Control Cost Manual in order

to effect an "apples-to-apples" comparison of costs across different sources and industries.
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3.4 Step 4: Characterizing Time Necessary for Compliance
(Statutory Factor 2)

Characterizing the rime necessary for compliance requires an understanding of construction tknelines,

which include planning, construction, shake-down and, finally, operation. The time that is needed to

complete these tasks must be reasonable, and does not have to be "as expedidously as practicable..."

as is required by the Best Available Retrofit Technology regulations.

3.5 Step 5: Characterize Energy and Non-air Environmental Impacts

(Statutory Factor 3)

Both the energy impacts and the non-air environmental impacts are estimated for the control measures

that were costed in Step 3. These include estimating the energy required for a given control method,

but do not include the indirect impacts of a particular control method, as stated in the Federal

Guidance Document.

The non-air environmental impacts can include estimates of waste generated from a control measure

and its disposal. For example, nearby water bodies could be impacted by the disposed-of waste,

constituting a non-air environmental impact.

3.5.1 Step 6: Characterize Remaining Useful Life of Source
(Statutory Factor 4)

The Federal Guidance Document highlights several factors to consider when characterizing the

remaining useful life of the source. The primary issue is that often the useful life of the control measure

is shorter than the remaining useful life of the source. However, it is also possible that a source is

slated to be shut down weU before a control device would be cost effective.

4 PMio ANALYSIS

The Analysis for PMio emissions follows the six steps previously described in Section 0.

4.1 Step 1—Determine PMio Control Measures for Consideration

4.1.1 Baghouses

Baghouses, or fabric filters, are common in the wood products industry. In a fabric filter, flue gas is

passed through a dghdy woven or felted fabric, causing PM in the flue gas to collect on the fabric by

sieving and other mechanisms. Fabric filters may be in the form of sheets, cartridges, or bags, with a

number of the individual fabric filter units housed together in a group. Bags are one of the most

common forms of fabric filter. The dust cake that forms on the filter from the collected PM can
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signiflcandy increase collection efficiency. The accumulated pardcles are periodically removed from

the filter surface by a variety of mechanisms and are collected in a hopper for final disposition.

Typical new equipment design efficiencies are between 99 and 99.9 percent. Several factors determine

fabric fdter collection efficiency. These include gas fUtradon velocity, pardcle characterisdcs, fabric

characteristics, and the cleaning mechanism. In general, collection efficiency increases with decreasing

filtration velocity and increasing pardcle size. Fabric filters are generally less expensive than ESPs and

they do not require complicated control systems. However, fabric filters are subject to plugging for

certain exhaust streams and do require maintenance and inspection to ensure that plugging or holes

in the fabric have not developed. Regular replacement of the filters is required, resulting in higher

maintenance and operating costs.

Certain process limitations can affect the operation of baghouses in some applications. For example,

exhaust streams with very high temperatures (i.e., greater than 500 F) may require specially formulated

filter materials and/or render baghouse control infeasible. Additional challenges include the pardcle

characteristics, such as materials that are "sticky" and tend to impede the removal of material from

the filter surface. Exhaust gases that exhibit corrosive characteristics may also impose limitations on

the effectiveness of baghouses. There is also the concern for combustible wood dust creating a

potential spark hazard within the baghouse (i.e., generating embers within the collector). As a result,

a spark detecdon/extinguishment system will be necessary in certain wood product applications. In

wood products applications it is expected that particle characteristics, specifically pardcle and exhaust

moisture content, may limit the feasibility on implementation. However, for some sources, baghouses

are considered technically feasible.

4.1.2 Wet Ven+uri Scrubbers

Wet scrubbers remove particulate from gas streams primarily by inerdal u-npacdon of the pardculate

onto a water droplet. In a venturi scrubber, the gas is constricted in a throat section. The large volume

of gas passing through a small constficdon gives a high gas velocity and a high pressure drop across

the system. As water is introduced into the throat, the gas is forced to move at a higher velocity,

causing the water to shear into fine droplets. Pardcles in the gas stream then impact the water droplets.

The entrained water droplets are subsequendy removed from the gas stream by a cyclonic separator.

Venturi scrubber control efficiency increases with increasing pressure drops for a given pardcle size.

Control efficiency increases with increasing Uquid-to-gas rados up to the point where flooding of the

system occurs. Control efficiencies are typicaUy around 90 percent for pardcles with a diameter of 2.5

microns or larger.

It is important to note that although wet scrubbers midgate air pollution concerns, they also generate

a water poUudon concern. The effluent wastewater and wet sludge stream created by wet scrubbers

requires that the operating facility have a water treatment system and subsequent disposal system in

place. These consequential systems increase the overall cost of wet scrubbers and cause important

environmental impacts to consider.

As wet scrubbers become saturated \vith a pollutant it is necessary to discharge (blowdown) some

scrubber liquid and add fresh water. A water treatment system of suitable size is necessary to handle

the scrubber blowdown. The Glendale facility is not connected to a city sewer system. The facility is
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reliant on a septic system. The amount of scrubber blowdown that would be created for an

appropriately sized wet scrubber would likely overwhelm the septic system.

As a result, a wet scrubber system is considered technically infeasible for this facility location.

4.1.3 Elec+rosta+ic Precipita+or

ESPs are used extensively for control of PM emissions. An ESP is a pardculate control device that

uses electrical force to move particles entrained with a gas stream onto collection surfaces. An

electrical charge is imparted on the entrained pardcles as they pass through a corona, a region where

gaseous ions flow. Electrodes in the center of the flow lane are maintained at high voltage and generate

the corona that charges the particles, thereby allowing for their collection on the oppositely charged

collector waUs. Due to these electrical forces, there is high concern for combusdble wood dust creating

a potential spark hazard \vithin an ESP (i.e., generating embers within the collector). As a result, a

spark detecdon/exdnguishment system will be necessary in order to mitigate the potendal for

deflagration events, at a minimum. Prior to an actual installation, a vendor evaluation wiU be necessary

to determine if there are site-specific hazards that will preclude this control option due to safety

concerns. Under the current timeline, a vendor inspection was not possible by an outside ESP vendor

prior to submitting this Analysis.

In wet ESPs, the collectors are either intermittendy or continuously washed by a spray of liquid, usually

water. Instead of the collection hoppers used by dry ESPs, wet ESPs utilize a drainage system and

water treatment of some sort. In dry ESPs, the collectors are knocked, or "rapped," by various

mechanical means to dislodge the collected patddes, which slide downward into a hopper for

collection.

Typical control efficiencies for new installations are between 99 and 99.9 percent. Older existing

equipment has a range of actual operating efficiencies of 90 to 99.9 percent. While several factors

determine ESP control efficiency, ESP size is the most important because it determines the exhaust

residence time; the longer a pardcle spends in the ESP, the greater the chance of collecting it.

Maximizing electric field strength will maxknize ESP control efficiency. Control efficiency is also

affected to some extent by particle resistivity, gas temperature, chemical composition (of the pardcle

and gas), and pardcle size distribution.

Similar to wet scrubber control systems, wet ESPs also create a water pollution concern. The effluent

wastewater and wet sludge stream created by the wet ESP requires the operating facility to have an

appropriately sized water treatment system and subsequent disposal system in place. The overall

amount ofwastewater generated by operating in the wet ESP may likely overwhelm the septic system.

As a result, while a dry ESP is considered a technically feasible control device option, a wet ESP is

considered technically infeasible for this facility location.

4.2 Step 2—Selection of Emissions

See Sections 2.1 for descriptions of the PMio emission units and emission rates selected for the

Analysis.
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4.3 Step 3—Characterizing Cost of Compliance

Tables 4-2 and 4-3 (attached) present the detailed cost analyses of the technically feasible PMio control

technologies included in the Analysis. Note the sanderdust pneumatic conveyor is akeady controlled

by the bin vent baghouse and therefore, was not included in Table 4-2 (e.g., baghouse cost

effectiveness derivadon table). A summary of the cost of compliance, expressed in $/ton, is shown

below in Table 4-1:

Table 4-1
Cost of Compliance Summary for PMio

Emissions Unit

Trim Saw Cyclone #5

T&G Saw Cyclone #4

Veneer Saw Cyclone #3

Target Box #3

Sanderdust Pneumatic Conveyor

Process
Unit ID

CY5

CY4

CY3

TB3

Cost of Compliance ($/ton)

BH

$12,818

$23,234

$58,414

$78,615

DryESP

$14,459

$26,214
$65,500

$94,268

$101,309

4.4 Step 4—Characterizing Time Necessary for Compliance

Several steps wiU be required before the control device is installed and fully operational. After selection

of a control technology, all of the follo\ving will be required: permitting, equipment procurement,

construction, startup and a reasonable shakedown period, and verification testing. It is andcipated that

it will take up to 18 months to achieve compliance.

4.5 Step 5—Characterizing the Energy and Non-air Environmental

Impacts

4.5.1 Energy Impacts

Energy impacts can include electricity and/or supplemental fuel used by a control device. Electricity

use can be substantial for large projects if the control device uses large fans, pumps, or motors.

Similarly, processes based on thermal oxidadon may use significant amounts of fossU fuels, which can

lead to economic impacts as weU as climate change impacts.

Baghouse control systems require significant electricity use to operate the powerful fans required to

overcome the pressure drop across the filter bags. Dry ESPs are expected to require even more

electricity than baghouses, since high-voltage electricity is required for pardcle collection and removal.

Dry ESPs also require powerful fans to maintain exhaust flow through the system.

4.5.2 Environmental Impacts

Expected environmental impacts for baghouses and dry ESPs include the management of materials

collected by the control devices. For sources where this material is clean wood residuals, it may be
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possible to reuse the material in the production process. PIowever, collected materials that are

degraded or that contain potential contaminants would be considered waste materials requiring

disposal at a landfill.

While none of the control technologies evaluated in the PMio Analysis would require the direct

consumption of fossil fuels, another, less quandfiable, impact from energy use may result from

producing the electricity (i.e., increased greenhouse gases and other pollutant emissions). In addition,

where fossil fuels are used for electricity production, additional impacts are incurred from the

mining/driUing and use of fossil fuels for combustion.

4.6 Step 6—Characterize Remaining Useful Life

It is anticipated that the remaining life of the emissions units, as outlined in the Analysis, wUl be longer

than the useful life of the technically feasible control systems. No emissions units are subject to an

enforceable requirement to cease operation. Therefore, in accordance with the Federal Guidance

Document, the presumption is that the control system would be replaced by a like system at the end

of its useful life. Thus, annualized costs in the Analysis are based on the useful Ufe of the control

system rather than the useful life of the emissions units.

5 NOx ANALYSIS

The Analysis for NOx emissions follows the six steps previously described in Section 0.

5.1 Step 1—Determine NOx Control Measures for Consideration

5.1.1 Selective Non-Ca+aly+ic Reduction

Selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) systems have been widely employed for biomass combustion

systems. SNCR is relatively simple because it utilizes the combustion chamber as the control device

reactor, achieving control efficiencies of approximately 25 to 70 percent. SNCR systems rely on the

reaction of ammonia and nitric oxide (NO) at temperatures of 1,550 F to 1,950 F to produce

molecular nitrogen and water, common atmospheric constituents, in the following reaction:

4NO+4NH3+ 02-»4N2+ 6H^O

In the SNCR process, the ammonia or urea is injected into the combustion chamber, where the

combustion gas temperature is in the proper range for the reaction. Relative to catalydc control

devices, SNCR is inexpensive and easy to install, particularly in new applications where the injection

points can be placed for optimum mixing ofammonia and combustion gases. The reduction reaction

between ammonia and NO is favored over other chemical reactions at the appropriate combustion

temperatures and is, therefore, a selective reaction. One major advantage of SNCR is that it is effective

in combustion gases with a high particulate loading. Sanderdust combustion devices can produce
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exhaust that has a very high pardculate loading rate from ash carryover to the downstream pardculate

control device. With use ofSNCR, the particulate loading is irrelevant to the gas-phase reaction of the

ammonia and NO.

One disadvantage of SNCR, and any control systems that rely on the ammonia and NO reaction, is

that excess ammonia (commonly referred to as "ammonia slip") must be injected to ensure the highest

level of control. Higher excess ammonia generally results in a higher NOx control efficiency. However,

ammonia is also a contributor to atmospheric formation ofpardculate that can contribute to regional

ha2e. Therefore, the need to reduce NOx emissions must be balanced with the need to keep ammonia

slip levels acceptable. Careful monitoring to ensure an appropriate level ofammonia slip, not too high

or too low, is necessary.

Additionally, in applications where SNCR is retrofitted to an existing combustion chamber (i.e., an

existing boUer), substantial care must be used when selecting injection locations. This is because proper

mixing of the injected ammonia cannot always be achieved in a retrofit, possibly because of limited

space inside the boiler itself. For this reason, in retrofit applications it is common to achieve control

efficiencies toward the lower end (25%) of the SNCR control efficiency range previously mentioned.

5.1.2 Selective Ca+aly+ic Reduction and Hybrid Systems

Unlike SNCR, selective catalydc reduction (SCR) reduces NOx emissions with ammonia in the

presence of a catalyst. The major advantages ofSCR technology are the higher control efficiency (70%

to 90%) and the lower temperatures at which the reaction can take place (400°F to 800°F,depending

on the catalyst selected). SCRis widely used for combustion processes, such as those using natural gas

turbines, where the type of fuel produces a relatively clean combustion gas. In an SNCR/SCR hybrid

system, ammonia or urea is injected into the combustion chamber to provide the inidal reaction with

NOx emissions, followed by a catalytic (SCR) section that further enhances the reduction of NOx

emissions. The primary reactions that take place in the presence of the catalyst are:

4NO+4NH3+ 02-^4Nz+ GHzO

2N02+4NH,+ 02-»3N2+ CHiO

NO + NOz + 2NH, -^ 2N2 + 3H20

SCR is not widely used with wood-fired combustion units because of the amount of pardculate that

is generated by the combustion of wood. If not removed completely, the particulate can cause plugging

in the catalyst and can coat the catalyst, reducing the surface area for reaction. Another challenge with

wood-flred combustion is the presence of alkali metals such as sodium and potassium, which are

commonly found in wood but not in fossil fuels. Sodium and potassium will poison catalysts, and the

effects are irreversible. Other naturally occurring catalyst poisons found in wood are phosphorus and

arsemc.

Because of the likelihood of catalyst deactivation through pardculate plugging and catalyst poisoning,

SCR and SNCR/SCR hybrid systems are considered to be technically infeasible for control of NOx
emissions from wood-fired combustion units.
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5.1.3 Low NOx Burner

Low NOx burners are a viable technology for a number of fuels, including sanderdust and natural gas.

Low NOx burner technology is used to moderate and control, via a staged process, the fuel and air

mixing rate in the combustion zone. This modified mixing rate reduces the oxygen available for

thermal NOx formation in critical NOx formadon 2ones, and/oi- decreases the amount of fuel burned

at peak flame temperatures. These techniques are also referred to as staged combustion or sub-

stoichiometric combustion to limit NOx formadon.

Combustion in hogged fuel boilers commonly occurs on grates, including the Dutch-oven-type

hogged .fuel boiler at the facility, and does not utilize the types of burners typically employed for low
NOx burner applications. Potential reductions in NOx emissions from these types of boilers (without

add-on controls) are limited by the boiler furnace geometry, air flow controls, and burner zone

stoichiometry, making retrofitting applications difficult. The hogged fuel boiler at the facility is
regularly inspected for fine-tuning and/or routine maintenance of the boUer systems. As a result, it is

expected that the hogged fuel boiler is already optimized for NOx performance.

In order to achieve effective NOx reductions from low NOx burners, a complete replacement of the

hogged fuel boiler system, including fans, air control systems, flrebox, and steam generating tubes,

would likely be required. The Federal Guidance Document identifies several criteria for selecting

control measures in the Analysis, including emission reductions through improved work practices,

retrofits for sources with no existing controls, and upgrades or replacements for existing, less effective

controls. None of these criteria identify or recommend whole replacement of emission units. Based

on the challenges with retrofitting the hogged fuel boiler and the Federal Guidance Document criteria,

low NOx burners for hogged fuel boilers were excluded from further consideration in the Analysis.

5.2 Step 2—Selection of Emissions

See Sections 2.2 for descriptions of the NOx emission units and emission rates selected for the

Analysis.

5.3 Step 3—Characterizing Cost of Compliance

Table 5-1 presents the detailed cost analysis of the only technically feasible NOx control technology

(e.g., SNCR) included in the Analysis. The cost estimate is based on a heated urea-based injection

system, instead of aqueous ammonia injection, because of storage safety concerns. The cost of

compliance for the SNCR installation on the hogged fuel boiler is $12,265 per ton ofNOx emissions

controlled.

5.4 Step 4—Characterizing Time Necessary for Compliance

Several steps wiU be required before the control device is installed and fuUy operational. After selection

of a control technology, all of the foUcwing wUl be required: permitting, equipment procurement,

construction, startup and a reasonable shakedown period, and verification testing. It is andcipated that

it will take up to 18 months to achieve compliance.
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5.5 Step 5—Characterizing Energy and Non-air Environmental

Impacts

5.5.1 Energy Impacts

Direct energy impacts will result from the use of SNCR control systems. Energy use (e.g. electricity

use) is limited to the operation of pumps for urea injection into the SNCR and the headng of the urea

storage tank. As a result, direct energy impacts are expected to be minimal. SNCR systems also

consume fossil fuels, primarily natural gas, during the ammonia production process, and in order to

midgate the increased moisture loads caused by the urea injection in the flue gas.

5.5.2 Environmental Impacts

SNCR units require the use of urea (or aqueous ammonia) injecdon in the exhaust stream. Any

unreacted excess ammonia in the exhaust stream (i.e., ammonia sUp) will be released to the

atmosphere. Ammonia slip to the atmosphere is a contributor to fine pardcle formation, which further

exacerbates the regional haze issue; ammonia is also considered to be a toxic air contaminant with

associated human health risks, and is regulated undet the Cleaner Air Oregon Program. Hence, there

is a trade-off between maximi2ing NOx emission reductions and minimizing the potential for

ammonia slip.

5.6 Step 6—Characterize Remaining Useful Life

It is anticipated that the remaining life of the emissions units, as outlined in the Analysis, will be longer

than the useful life of the technically feasible control systems. No emissions units are subject to an

enforceable requirement to cease operation. Therefore, in accordance with the Federal Guidance

Document, the presumption is that the control system would be replaced by a like system at the end

of its useful Ufe, Thus, annualized costs in the Analysis are based on the useful life of the conteol

system rather than the useful life of the emissions units.

6 S02 ANALYSIS

The Analysis for S02 emissions follows the six steps previously described in Section 0.

6.1 Step 1—Determine S02 Control Measures for Consideration

6.1.1 Dr/Sorbent Injection

S02 scrubbers are control devices typically used on stationary utility and industrial boilers, especially

those combusdng high sulfur fuels such as coal or oil. S02 scrubbers are not common for wood-fired

boiler applications because of the inherent low sulfur content of the fuel.
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802 scrubbers use a reagent to absorb, neutralize, and/or oxidize the 802 in the exhaust gas,

depending on the selected reagent. In dry sorbent injection systems, powdered sorbents are

pneumaticaUy injected into the exhaust gas to produce a dry solid waste. As a result, use of dry sorbent

injection systems requires downstream pardculate control devices to remove the dry soUd waste

stream. This waste product, a mixture of fly ash and the reacted sulfur compounds, wiU require

landflUing or other waste management. For sources with existing pardculate control devices,

retrofitting dry sorbent injection onto existing systems wUl increase the volume of fly ash and soUd

waste generated by the existing system.

Overall performance depends on the sorbent selected for injection and the exhaust gas temperature

at the injection location. These parameters are driven in large part by the specific combustion unit

configuration and space limitations. Control efficiencies for dry sorbent injection systems, including

retrofit applications, range between 50 percent and 80 percent for control of SOz emissions. While

higher control efficiencies can be achieved with dry sorbent injection in new installations or -with wet

SOz scrubber systems, the ease of installation and the smaller space requirements make dry sorbent

injection systems preferable for retrofitting.

Dry sorbent injection systems introduce PM emissions into the exhaust stream, as mentioned above.

This wUl cause increases to the particulate inlet loading of downstream pardculate control devices. For

retrofit applications, it is likely that modification of the downstream existing pardculate control device

will be necessary in order to accommodate the increased particulate inlet loading. It is anticipated that

this increased loading cannot be accommodated solely through modifications to the existing control

device. Assuming that this is the case, additional particulate controls will be required, resulting in cost

increases and further energy and environmental impacts.

In addition, dry sorbent injection systems are commonly applied to high sulfut content fuel

combustion systems, such as coal-fired boilers but notwood-fired boilers. The sulfur content of wood

is quite low when compared to coal. It is also not certain that the control efficiency range, stated

above, would be achievable when implemented on the emission units included in this S02 Analysis

because of the low concentration of sulfur in the exhaust streams.

Therefore, the installation of dry sorbent injection systems on the emission units included in this SOz

Analysis is not considered to be a feasible control option. Moreover, the potential for higher

patdculate emissions, which contribute to visibility issues, suggests that dry sorbent injection should

not be assessed in this Analysis.

6.2 Step 2—Selection of Emissions

See Sections 2.3 for a description of the SO; emission units and emission rates selected in the Analysis.

6.3 Step 3—Characterizing Cost of Compliance

No technically feasible control technologies were identified for potendal control of S02 emissions.

Therefore, the cost of compliance is not applicable to this Analysis.
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6.4 Step 4—Characterizing Time Necessary for Compliance

No technically feasible control technologies were idendfied for potendal control of SOz emissions.

Therefore, the time necessary for compliance is not applicable to this Analysis.

6.5 Step 5—Characterizing Energy and Non-air Environmental
Impacts

Since no technically feasible control technologies were identified for SO; emissions, there are no

energy and non-aii- environmental impacts to characterize.

6.6 Step 6—Characterize Remaining Useful Life

No technically feasible control technologies were identified for S02 emissions; therefore, no

characterization of the remaining useful life is necessary for the Analysis.

7 CONCLUSION

This report presents cost estimates associated with installing control devices at the Glendale facility in

order to reduce visibUity-impairing pollutants in Class I areas, and provides the Four Factor Analysis

conducted consistent with available DEQ and USEPA guidance documents. Swanson beUeves that

the above information meets the state objectives and is satisfactory for the DEQ's continued

development of the SIP as a part of the Regional Haze program.
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LIMITATIONS

The services undertaken in compledng this report were performed consistent with generally accepted

professional consulting principles and practices. No other warranty, express or impUed, is made. These

services were performed consistent with our agreement with our client. This report is solely for the

use and information of our client unless otherwise noted. Any reliance on this report by a third party

is at such party's sole risk.

Opinions and recommendations contained in this report apply to conditions existing when services

were performed and are intended only for the client, purposes, locations, time frames, and project

parameters indicated. We are not responsible for the impacts of any changes in environmental

standards, practices, or regulations subsequent to performance of services. We do not warrant the

accuracy of information supplied by others, or the use of segregated pardons of this report.
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F05TE8 ALONG!

Table 2.1

PM,o Evaluation for Regional Haze Four Factor Analysis

Swanson Group Mfg. LLC—Glendale, Oregon

Emission Unlt(s)<n

Trim Saws Cyclone #5 (CY5)

Hogged Fuel Boiler

Hog Fuel Pile-Fuel Leader (FU)

Chip Loading Bin (B3, B4. and B5)
and Pile

Plywood Presses

T&G Saw Cyclone #4 (CY4)

Hog Fuel Truck Unloading Ramp (HFR))

Paved Roads

Veneer Dryers Fugitives

Hog Fuel and Bark Bins (B2)

Ptytrim Truck Loading Bin (B8)

Veneer Saw Cyclone #3 (CY3)

Hog Fuel Blow Pipe (BP1)

Target Box #2 (TB2)

Target Box #3 (TB3)

Sanderdust Pneumatic Conveyer

All other sources
(includes conveyors, veneer dr/er RTO,
target boxes, truck loading bins, gtue

mixers. aggregate insignificant)

Emission
Unit ID'"

4CON

1PH

2MT

2MT

PI.P2.P3

4CON

2MT

6WE

SVDa

2MT

2MT

4CON

4CON

4CON

4CON

4CON

Varies

Current PMio
Control Technology"'

Multiclone 8. Dry ESP

Sweeping & Watering

Baghouse

Varies by emission unit

Annual

PMnEmbsloiB"1
(tons/yr)

25.8

19.3

19.1

17.4

16.0

14.2

n.7

10.3

9.9

7.5

6.0

6.0

4.9

3.4

3.4

3.1

22.0

Control
Evaluah'on

Proposed?

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Rationale for Exclusion from
Control Technology Evaluation

Source is directly regulated for fll+erable PM as a surrogate for
metal under Area Source Boiler GACT, which became effecth/e

after July 31,2013. Therefore, this source meets EPA guidance
for no further analysis.

Fugitive source.

Fugitive source.

Accessibility and design limitations
make control technicafly infeasibie.

Fugitive source.

Fugitive source.

Fugitive source and
recent reconstruction to minimize fugitives.

Fugitive source and minimal use.

Fugitive source.

Not an emissions unit
(to be corrected with next permitting cycle).

Not an emissions unit
(to be corrected with next permitting cycle).

This collection of emission units falls below the 90th percentile
threshold. Onty the top 90th percentite of emission units

contributing to the total facility emission rate will be evaluated.

Control Technologies
to be Evaluated

Baghouse. Wet Ven+uri Scrubber

Electrostatic Precipitator

Baghouse, Wet Venturi Scrubber
Electrostafic Precipitator

Baghouse. Wet Venturi Scrubber
Electrostatic Precipitator

Baghouse. Wet Venturi Scrubber

Bectrostatic Predpitator

Wet Venturi Scrubber,
Electrostatic Predpitator

REFERENCES:

11) Information takan from the Title V Operating Permit no. 10-0045-TV-01 Issued June 12,2017 by the Oregon DEQ.

{2} Information taken from the Review Report for Title V Operating Permit no. 10-0045-TV-01 issued June 12, 2017 by the Oregon DEQ.
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T E R ALONG!

Table 2-2

NOx Evaluation for Regional Haze Four Factor Analysis

Swanson Group Mfg. LIC—Glendale, Oregon

Emission UnH ">

Hogged Fuel Boiler

Veneer Dr/ers

Emission

UnBID'"

1PH

5VD

Current NOx

Control Technology"'

Annual

NOx Embrions m
(tons/yr)

71.2

0.4

Conhol
Evaluation
Proposed?

Yes

No

Rationale for Exclusion from
Control Technology Evaluation

This emission unit falls below the 90+h percentile threshold,
Only the top 90th percentile of emission units contributing

to the total facility emission rate will be evaluated.

Control Technologies
to be Evaluated

Selective Catalytic Reduction, Selective
Non-Catalytic Reduction, Low-NOx

Burners

REFERENCES:

(1) Information taken from the Title V Operating Permit no. 10-004S-TV-01 Issued June 12, 2017 by the Oregon D6Q.

(2) Information taken from the Review Report for Title V Operating Permit no. 10-0045-W-01 issued June 12,201 7 by the Oregon DEQ.
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Table 2-3

SOz Evaluation for Regional Haze Four Factor Analysis

Swanson Group Mfg. LLC—Glendale, Oregon

Emission UnH("

Hogged Fuel Boiler

Veneer Dryers

Emission
Unit ID ("

1PH

5VD

Current SO;

Control Technology"'

Annual

SOa Emissions m

(tons/yr)

3.9

0.04

Control
Evaluation
Proposed?

Yes

No

Rationale for Exclusion from
Control Technology Evaluation

This emission unit falls below the 90th percentile threshold.
Only the top 90th percentile of emission units contributing

to the total facility emission rate will be evaluated.

Control Technologies
to be Evaluated

Dry Sorbenf Injection

REFERENCES:

(I) Information taken from the Title V Operating Permit no. 10-0045-TV-01 issued June 12, 2017 by the Oregon DEQ.

(2) Information taken from the Review Report for Title V Operating Permit no. 10-0045-P/-01 issued June 12, 2017 by the Oregon DEQ.

0472.04.01. 5/28/2020, Tf-Swanson Gendate Regional Haze-Tabtes-0472.04-V2.0^(lsx Page 3 of 10



MAUL FOSTER ALONGI

Table 2-4

Emissions Unit Input Assumptions and Exhaust Parameters

Swanson Group Mfg. LLC—Glendale, Oregon

Emissions

Unit ID(1)

1PH

4CON

4CON

4CON

4CON

4CON

Emissions Unit

Description 0)

Hogged Fuel Boiler

Trim Saws Cyclone #5

T&G Saw Cyclone #4

Veneer Saw Cyclone #3

Target Box #3

Sanderdust Pneumatic Conveyer

Process
Un-rtlD

ESP
CY5

CY4

CY3

TB3

Control Evaluation Proposed?

(Yes/No)

PM,o(2)

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N0x(3)

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

so,<4)

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Heat Input

Capacity
(AAMBtu/hr)

125 '"

Exhaust Parameters

Exit
Temperature

(°F)

417 —'5'

70 'Al

70 I6'

70 I6'

70 I6'

70 '"

Exit Flowrate

(acfm)

69,633 (5)

n,500 i7)

11,500 I7'

15,000 I71

2,300 I7'

1,200 <7)

(scfm)

31,743 (5l

10,927 la)

10,927 lal

14,253 la)

2,185 (°1

1,140 (a)

NOTES:

acfm = actual cubic feet per minute.

ESP = electrostatic precipitator.

ft/sec = feet per second.

MMBtu/hr = million British thermal units per hour.

scfm = standard cubic feet per minute.

(a) Exit flowrate (scfm) = (exit flowrate [acfm]) x (1 - [6.73E-06] x [facility elevation above sea level {ft}])5-258 x (530) / (460 + [exit temperature {°F}])

Facility elevation above sea level (ft) = 1,437 (8)

REFERENCES:

(1) Information taken from the Review Report for Title V Operating Permit no. 10-0045-TV-01 issued June 12, 2017 by the Oregon DEQ.

(2) See Table 2-1, PM,o Evaluation for Regional Haze Four Factor Analysis.

(3) See Table 2-2, NOx Evaluation for Regional Haze Four Factor Analysis.

(4) See Table 2-3, SO; Evaluation for Regional Haze Four Factor Analysis. Each SO; control technology is considered to be technically infeasible.

(5) See source test report, Table 3 "Hog Fuel Boiler," prepared by Bighorn Environmental Air Quality dated April 1,2014.

(6) The process exhaust is at ambient conditions. Assumes 70°F as representative.

(7) Information provided by Swanson Group Mfg. LLC.

(8) Elevation above sea level obtained from publicly available online references.

0472.04,5/28/2020, Tf-Swanson Gendale Regional Haze-Tables-0472.04-V2.0.xlsx 4 of 10



MAUL FOStt-h! ALOrJGI

Table 3-1

Utility and Labor Rates
Swanson Group Mfg. LLC—Glendale, Oregon

Parameter

FACILITY OPERATIONS

Annual Hours of Operation

Annual Days of Operation

Daily Hours of Operation

UTILITY COSTS

Electricity Rate

Natural Gas Rate

Water Rate

Wood Fuel Rate

Landfill Disposal Rate

Compressed Air Rate

LABOR COSTS

Maintenance Labor Rate

Operating Labor Rate

Supervisory Labor Rate

Operating Labor Hours per Shift

Maintenance Labor Hours per Shift

Typical Shifts per Day

8,760

365

24

0.079

2.69

4.58

25.0

60.0

0.0039

36.48

24.26

27.99

2

1

3

Value (units)

(hrs/yr)

(day/yr)

(hrs/day)

($/kWh)
($/MMBtu)
($/Mgal)
($/BDT)
($/ton)
($/Mscf)

($/hr)
($/hr)
($/hr)
(hrs/shift)

(hrs/shift)

(shifts/day)

HI

HI

(I)

m
|3|

|a)

13)

131

|b|

(3)

131

131

171

17)

(S|

NOTES:

BDT = bone dry ton.

Mgal = thousand gallons.

MMBtu = million British thermal units.

Mscf = thousand standard cubic feet.

MWh = megawatt-hour.

(a) Water cost ($-2019/Mgal) = (water cost [$-2018/Mscf]) / (2018 CEPCI annual index)

x (2019 CEPCI annual index)

Water cost ($-2018/gal)=

1998 CEPCI annual index =

2019 CEPCI annual index =

4.55

389.5

607.5

w
(5)
(5)

(b) Compressed air cost ($-2019/Mscf) = (compressed air cost [$-1998/Msc(]) / (1998 annual CEPCI index)

x (2019 annual CEPCIIndex)

Compressed air cost ($-1998/Mscf) = 0.0025 (6)

1998 annual CEPCI index = 389.5 (5)

2019 annual CEPCI index = 607.5 (5)

REFERENCES:

(I) Assumes continuous annual operation.

(2) Information provided by Swanson Group Mfg. LLC. Assumes industrial average rate for Pacific Power.

(3) Information provided by Swanson Group Mfg. LLC.

|4) Water and sewer costs obtained from "50 Largest Cities Water & Wastewater Rate Survey" prepared

Black & Veatch Management Consulting, LLC dated 2018-2019. See exhibit B, Figure 19. Note this

reference was provided In the USEPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual. Section 3, Chapter 1 "Carbon

Adsorbers" calculation spreadsheet.

(5) See Chemical Engineering magazine, CEPCI section for annual indices.

(6) USEPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual. Section 6. Chapter 1 "Baghouse and Filters" issued

December 1998. Cost presented in section 1.5.1.8 assumed to be representative.

(7) USEPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual, Section 6, Chapter 1 "Baghouse and Filters"

issued December 1998. See table 1.5.1.1 and 1.5.1.3. Conservatively assumes the minimum labor

requirement of range presented.

(8) USEPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual, Section 6. Chapter I "Baghouse and Filters"

issued December 1998. See table 1.11. Assumes operator shifts per day as repfesentative.

0472.04, 5/28/2020, Tf-Swanson Gendale Regional Haze-Tables-0472.04-V2.0.xlsx 5 of 10



Table 4-2

Cost Effectiveness Derivation for Baghouse Installation

Swanson Group Mfg. LLC—Glandale, Oregon

ProcMt
umiiD

CY5
CY4

CY3
TB3

hoctu
Unit ID

1

CY5
CY4

CY3
TB3

Embtlon* Unit
Dcicriptlon

Trim Saws Cyclone #5

T&G Saw Cyclone #4

VoneerSaw Cyclone #3

Tarqet Box #3

Emltttoru Untt
D.icriplon

EFA COST MANUAL VARIABLE
Trim Sows Cyclone #5

T&G Saw Cyclone #4

VaneerSaw Cydone #3

Target Box #3

Input raramatan

Exhaint
nowrat.1"

(ocfal)
11.500

11.500

15,000

2.300

NAio Annud

Eiri**lon> EiNmat* m
(lom/yi)

2S.8

14.2

6.0

3.4

UfctCoib

hfrchard EqulprrrntCott

lailc
Equlp./STVtc**

Cut"

A
$105,990

$105,990

1113,861

U3.971

Told'"

$125.068

$125.068

$134.355

$63,686

ToW
Dtwct

Colt '•'

DC
$232.618

t232.&18

$248,778

$125.814

FoIutantR»mov»d
by Control D«vlc« (*>

(loir/rr)

25.&

.1

5.91

3.39

lotd
tndlfct
Coib
w

1C
$56,2B1

556,281

$60,460

$28.&59

Told
Capttd

lny.ilm.nl
(•>

TCI
S288.B??

S28MW
S30T.238

$154,473

Operating PaiamttT

B«cMcd
irqdrm.nhn

(KW)
60.4

60.4

73.1

25.2

NimibToirahl
laglK.qdl.d'"

152
152
196
34

Capttd RtcovwyCort (CKC)

Contiol
Divlc*
(CIC)

m

c«c»
$22.693

»22,6?3

$24.291

»12.134

Ifplacimintrartt

fBtTlag
Coil"

^
»2.293

$2.293

»2,948

$506

tag labor
Cut "l

Ci

»1.386

$1.386

(1.788

$310

ni.nan
(C«C)

CFC,

t1,083

$1.083

$1.394

$240

MnctAnnudCotfa

OpTaflng labor

Op.rator
Coil"

153.129

$53.129

K3.129

$53,129

SupTvhor
Coil I"

$7,969

$7.969

$7.969

$7.969

Maintananc*

labor
Colt"

$39,946

$39,946

$39,946

$39,946

Mat.dd
Coil"'

$39,946

$39.946

$39,946

$39.94<

UUBti

Co.f

$41,747

$41.747

$50,509

»17.421

Compnud
Alt Colt I-'

$23.569

$23,569

t30.742

$4.714

tandU
C«>1'"1

il,534

t845
$355
»203

Told
Dfrct

Annual

C.rtm
DAC

$208.923

^208,234

$223,989

$163.568

T»M
Indrct
Annud
Cort

(•)

(AC
$118.843

»] 18,843

$121,254

$102,907

ToW
Annud

Coit
(»»

TAG
W27.7U

$327.077

$345,2*4

S2U.475

Annual
Colt

Eff»cflvn»t*
(0

($/ton)
$12.818

SSSM
ssa.414

S78.11S
See notei and formulca on following page.
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Table 4-2 (Continued)

Cost Effectiveness Derivatfon for Baghouse Installation

Swanson Group Mfg. LLC —Glendale, Oregon

control cfflcioncy [56] / 100)

[ /100HA[oconomlcllfB(yn)]-t);i< •|9).

NOTES:

(a) Pollutcnt [emavcd by cintrol dovicu (toni/yr) '• (PMio annual omtnloni oitlmato [toru/yr]) x (baghi

Baghouto contfol offlcloncy (X) = 99.0 (3)

(b) Totd purchcuod equipment cott ($) = (1.18) x (bcute oqufpmant/iorvteo) colt ?]);)eo rolofonco (5).

(c) Tofd dlfoct cori [$) = (1.74} ic (totd pufchased equipment colt 1$]) + (ilte pwpafotton coit, 5P [$]) + (buBdIng co)t, Bldg. [$D: 100 lerorence (5).

Site praparation cott, SP ($) = 15.000 (6)

Building colt. Bldg. (5) = 0 (7}

(d) Totd IncHrcct coit ($) = (0.45) x (totd purchcued uqulpmBnt colt [$)); tec rnfnrcnco (5).

(o) Total caplfd Invottmwnt ($) - (total diroct cost [$]) + (total indlroct coit [$]): 100 rofofcnce (5).

(f) CapHat focover/ coit of contfol device ($} = (totd capital Invnfment [W x (control device capllat rocovc^ factor); tee refeienco (8)

Control device capita) recovary factot = 0,07B6 |g)

(gl CopHd recover/faclor= (Intorcit fate [X] ,100) x (I+ pntorcit ratu {K) / 100]^Icconom(e nfe (yn)]} / ([1 +{1htarct> rate

Interwt rato {%} = 4.75 (10)

Bashoui^ economk; life fyr) = 20 (11)

Fltor bag economic [Ho (yr) = A (12)

(h) Boo rBplacomcnt labor coit ($} = (totd time roqulrod to chanfle ono bog [mln/bog]) x (hr/AO mln) x (number offfltcf bagt faqulrod [bapt]) x (mdntananca labor rate [$/h»])

Total tlmu roqulrod to chango ono bag (mln/bag) = 15 (13)

Mdntenanco labor ratft (»/hr) = 36.48 (t4)

(i) Fltof bag capltat fecov»r/ coit ($1 = (pnllld ?w bag colt {$}] x [1 .08] + [bag (oplacemont labot colt {5)]) x [fitef bag capitcd focovery factor): »oo Teforcnco (13).

Rltur bag capital re COVIMY factor = O^B04 [a)

0) Operator or mdntcnanca labor coit (t) " (ttaH houn por thtft Ehn/thltt]} x (riaH ihtftt por day [ihlfti/da)']) x (annual dayi of opofatlon [dayt/yr!) x (oporator or matntonanco labor rattt [$/hr])

Optrratlng labor how pw )Mft [hn/thtft) = 2 (14)

Mdntenanca labor houn pof iMft [hri/thlff) = 1 (14)

Shift) per da/[thlftt/day) = 3 (14)

Annual dcvi of oporatlon (dayi/yr) = 365 (14)

Opofator labor rate ($/hrf = 24^6 (14)

Mdntcnancft labor rato ($/hr) = 3<l/48 (14)

(k) Supcrvttor labor coit [?) = (0.15) x (operating labor colt [$]!; ><•« fsteronco (15).

p) Annual riectrictty cott [$) = (electricity rate I$/kWh]) x (totd powof requirement [kWh]) x (annual howi of apcratton [hn/yr]]

BocMcttyrtitoft/kWh)-- OS79 (14}

Annual houn of operation (hn/yr) = 8,760 (14)

(m) Annud compronod oir co*t ($) = (compfoMed air rate ($/Micf]} x (M*cf/l .000 icf) x (axhautt fl(

Compwnod air rate (t/Mtcf) •= D.OQ39

Annud hour* of operatfon (hn/yr) = 8,760

(n) Annual landfill coil ($) = pondni ditpoial rato [»/ton]| x (pollutant romovftd by control dovico [tont/yi])

Landflfl diipoid (ate (5/ton) •= 60.0 (14}

(0} Totd Indirect annual coit (t) = (0.60) x [[opcfdtor labot cott W] + (tupnmtor labor cent ($}) + [malntononco labor coif ($H + [mahtenance mQtotlat cott {$}]) + (0.04) x (tolat capital Inwitmorrt 1$)} + (capital I

(p) Total annud co»t ($) = (lolat dlract annud coit 1$]) + (totd hdlfect onnud coit [$D

(q) Annud colt cffoctlvoncM rt/ton) = (totd annual coit I$/yr]) / (ponufanr romovad by control dovtce [tont/yrD

rato [acfml) x (60 mln/hf) x (arwud hoi

(U)
II <1

scration Ihr*/yr])

(1) Sco Table 2-4, Eml»lont Unit Input AMumptioni and Exhauit Paramfftan.

(2) Sco Table 2-1. PMio Evaluation for Rootond Haie Four Factor Analyik.

(3) US B'A Air Pollution Control Tochnology Fact Shoot (EPA-452/FOSC25) for baghouio (labfic mm). pulin-]ct clttanod tffx> luuod Juty 15. 2003. Atiumai mMmum typtcd now oqulpmnnt dailgn omcloncy.

[4} WottorpiPnBumatic»,hc.auotatior><P30733DJBdatod Jarwcny 28.2020Jnthac^iotB,coiti and equipment requlromonh For three dlffofontty»izedb<^howoit^

data wo icatffd uting a ratio. All othcf coiti/data wofe icded and obtained wing trcndHno formulat. It n Important to note that the quottfd coiti do not includo tho corii OK&clatod with t(aci. Initdlation of aqulpmont, ol) concrete w&ric [Includhg ftxcavatlon, cnotnftorinfl. plumbhg,

oloctriccd conittuctlon), butdtng/foundatlon uporado*. and pormlHlng or Itcnniing. The cott (of an add^in ipafk dotoctlon/nxtlnguiihnont tyitcm It Includod duo to concomi otoout combuitlblo wood dutt.

(5) US EPA Air Pollution Conlrol Cwt Manual. Section 6, Chaptnr 1 -Boghoutd and FiteK'lnued DocombBf 1998. See Table 1.9 -Capitot Coit Facton (or Fabfte Flt9fi."TtlB 1.18 factor hclydoi Irutfumontatlon, »a)ei tax, and freight.

(6) Information provfdud by Swaruon Group Mfg. LLC. nn'tlt&pieparattoncoit only Ctccountifotconcfftto foundation work (approximately $600 porcubtc yard and an wtlmatod pad ilzc of 15-ft by 15-ft by 1-H deep) .and obtaining a profMilonatonghcontamp.

ITn? pod ilie eitlmate doei not fopftnent an onginetrflno detlgn valuo and roqulwi kirther analytlt.

(7) Conicrvativoly dttumoi no coltt aitoclated with ilto propwollon 01 building roqulwmftnti.

(8) US H>A Air Pollution Control Cott Manual. Soctton 1 , Chapter 2 "Coit btlmatlorc Concapti and Melhodolog/ blued on February 1.2018. SOB oquatlon 2.8.

(9) US 5'A Air Pollution Control Coit Manual. Soction 1 . Chapter 2 "Coit &ttmatk)n: Concepti and Molhodoloo/' blued on Fobnjcxy 1.2018. See oquatlon 2JSa.

(tO) Sea tho Reglonat Haza: Four Factor Andysii fact ihoot prepaced by tho Ofogon DEO. Auumpi the EPA recommended bank prfmo rate of 4,75% as a default.

(11) US EPA Air Pollution Control Co»t Manual. Sactlon 6, Chaptof t 'Baghouto and Rlton" Itiucd Docember 1998. Soft toctlon 1 .5.2,

[12) Wotew Pneumattc.t, Inc. Quotation »P30733DJ6 dated Januar/ 28,2020. Typical bao fator Hle li 4 yocffi.

(13) US EPA Air Pollullon Control Cott Manual. Soctlon 6, Choptor 1 '•Baghouto and FHtcn" liiuod Docomber 1998. Soc loctton 1^.1.4.

(14) See Tablo S-1. UtHfy and labor fiatoi.

|15) US 5'A Air Pollullon Control Colt Manual. Section 6. Chaptor 1 "Bashouio and Wm~ bmed December 1998. See loctlon 1^.
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